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“

For the next coming
months we can expect
perfection, ultimate
change, completion,
success and great
harmony, because she
has learnt so many
lessons, her dreams
are likely to spill over
and spread into great
success.
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Celebrity
Predictions for

Samantha Hamilton
connects with her
guides from the other
side for insights on
Michelle Obama
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he energy of last year was her ability for determination,
planning ahead, upheaval and transformation and achieving
the results in a positive material way. With her prudent
nature, the stress and strain of standing up for what she believes
in has earned her freedom and power. Having the ability to tackle
and overlook problems is her gift. Born under the sign of
Capricorn she has the ability of freshness strength and practical
foresight. In the past she has experienced wavering confidence
but now she does have the ability to believe that she can rule the
world. With her nervous energy she is more than capable of
doing several jobs at once. She takes herself very seriously and
wants to achieve 100 percent results. The energy coming through
for her at this present time is the ability to transform negative
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situations into positive ones. She may not have major problems of
her own but there will be a testing time for a female member of
the family where tears will be caused. A time of rebirth.

Michelle Obama’s Karma
Her karma is one of strong power of determination and
concentration, she has an original approach to doing what she
wants to do and is not easily influenced by others or open to
suggestions, so this is where her stubborn streak comes in. She
has come into this world with the words; ambition, hardworking
and impartial. Her attitude to other people and relationships is
one of sincere kindness, and friendships are important to her,
even though she can have a deaf ear at times, and is not always

